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About This Game

VR shooter Drunkl or Dead immerses you in a post-apocalyptic world where you will fight against countless zombies. Weapons
and alcohol will help you. You will be in for an 5d3b920ae0
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drunk character. drunk of dead

Controls did not work with Vive.. Really good zombie shooter with an interesting twist. The drinking is very well implemented.
I never felt sick or uncomfortable while being (virtually) drunk. The first level is by far my favourite. To me it has the best
weapons and ambience. Also zombies are coming from a 90u00b0 radius which is nice. I don't like being attacked from all sides
at once, mostly because of the Vive's cable and limited field of view. The gunplay feels great, especially with the pistol and
shotgun, while the SMGs are feeling very weak (except headshots). Also the revolver could have more power. Reloading is very
fast by simply lifting the weapon over your shoulder. + Drinking works surprisingly well + No motion sickness + Weapon
handling feels great + Nice bartender and creepy zombies + Nice graphics + Responsive developer - SMG and revolver are
feeling too weak - Repetitive after a while (still fun though) Played on HTC Vive. P.S.: While starting up the game, be careful
when turning around during the loading screen.. Really good zombie shooter with an interesting twist. The drinking is very well
implemented. I never felt sick or uncomfortable while being (virtually) drunk. The first level is by far my favourite. To me it
has the best weapons and ambience. Also zombies are coming from a 90u00b0 radius which is nice. I don't like being attacked
from all sides at once, mostly because of the Vive's cable and limited field of view. The gunplay feels great, especially with the
pistol and shotgun, while the SMGs are feeling very weak (except headshots). Also the revolver could have more power.
Reloading is very fast by simply lifting the weapon over your shoulder. + Drinking works surprisingly well + No motion
sickness + Weapon handling feels great + Nice bartender and creepy zombies + Nice graphics + Responsive developer - SMG
and revolver are feeling too weak - Repetitive after a while (still fun though) Played on HTC Vive. P.S.: While starting up the
game, be careful when turning around during the loading screen.. It's fun. for one game. The reason? My first ever turn went on
for half an hour and seemed like it would never end.. "Drunk or dead" is a very funny wave-shooter! If you like the following
things, this game might be your idea of fun: 1) drinking and shooting 2) zombies 3) women This game is basically a wave-
shooter with a lot of cool ideas and funny twists.. It's fun and cheap, but a bit wonky. The shooting feels good, but grabbing the
drinks is sometimes an issue as they either spill immediately or don't count when you bring them to your face. The drinks also
need to be a more to your side as after the first couple they are too far behind you to be comfortable. But honestly the biggest
problem is that I want to be able to switch sides so I can shoot with my right and drink with my left. But all that said, it's a fun
concept. Having to keep yourself at a moderate level of drunk is a nice change of pace from just constantly shooting and forces
you to manage 2 things at once. For the price, it's a fun game. Update: I came back for another round and ended up beating the
first level, which I hadn't even realized was a thing. I enjoyed the first level, but the second one is a blast. It's still a small game,
but it's priced well for the experience and it's worth having in VR library.
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